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Abstract

Storytelling is a powerful mechanism for communication that is central to human so-

cialising and information transfer. As such this project introduces a novel collaborative

visual storytelling task; Collaborative Question-guided Visual Storytelling (CQ-VS).

The task involves the user asking multi-turn questions based on an image, and the

model generates a continuation of a coherent narrative as a response, thus the user

guides the story according to their interest – imitating human interactions during sto-

rytelling. This task is an extension of the popular Visual Question Answering (VQA)

task, however, for CQ-VS in order to answer the question, the model must attend to

three inputs; the question, the generated story and the image.

This project introduces a benchmark model leveraging state-of-the art VQA sys-

tems, using an encoder-decoder story generation model, and a history modelling tech-

nique to achieve user interactions. The focus of the project is directed towards the

quality of the generated story, the user experience, and the impact of this application

on helping users write creative stories. Three automatic metrics are proposed to eval-

uate fluency, coherence and lexical diversity. Whereby, perplexity is computed using

an n-gram language model, to compare fluency of generated text with human-authored

text. The coherence metric leverages sentence embeddings generated as part of the

story generation model to compute semantic relatedness between sentences. We show

that the proposed automatic coherence metric strongly correlates with human judge-

ment rating, with a Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient of 0.76. Additionally, the

analysis of the user study shows great interest in the application, and collective exuber-

ance towards the potential of this novel application. Although, major improvements

are required in the technical aspects

Throughout this report we expose potential improvements in the design and imple-

mentation of this system and the user study, to improve the quality and relevance of

generated text. The proposed baseline model provides a constructive foundation for

future work.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Storytelling is central to human socialising and a powerful mechanism for communi-

cation [1]. There has been an increased popularity in the field of Natural Language

Processing (NLP) with regards to automatic storytelling [2, 3, 4, 5], which aims to

imitate this process, by building creative systems that can generate coherent stories.

Humans are capable of combining sensory information with complex thoughts,

social interactions and personal experiences, as inspiration for generating stories [6].

This is a difficult task to automate, due to the complexities involved in generating a

coherent story, such as keeping track of the characters during the evolution of the plot,

and drawing on knowledge from the real world. Such a system should be allowed

to generate open-ended free from stories, rather than learning to imitate stories from

a dataset. Similar to humans, automatic story generation can benefit from a periph-

eral input, rather than restricting the system to simply learn or “interpolate” from a

dataset of stories. This can be achieved with human-AI collaboration [4, 7, 8], allow-

ing the story to evolve according to user interactions, and thus explore new storylines,

character developments and themes, as well as, ensuring the storytelling experience is

adaptive to the user’s curiosity and interest.

A novel collaborative task is proposed in this project, namely Collaborative Question-

guided Visual Storytelling (CQ-VS). The task consists of an input image, from which

a passage is generated. The user can then ask questions, which the system will pro-

vide an answer by attending to the question, the image and the story generated thus

far, to provide the continuation of the story, allowing the user to guide the storyline.

Hence, this is a multi-turn multi-modal question answering problem. An example of

the desired interaction is shown in figure 1.1. The CQ-VS task can be considered as

an extension of the popular Visual Question Answering (VQA) task, which involves

1



Chapter 1. Introduction 2

Figure 1.1: The desired interaction of the Collaborative Question-Guided Visual Story-

telling (CQ-VS) system is shown above. The model is provided with an image prompt

to generate part of the story, and the story is further developed via user interactions.

taking as input an image and an open-ended, free-form natural language question and

producing a natural language answer as the output [9]. However, for CQ-VS instead

of an answer, a continuation of the story passage is generated.

The visual part of this study depicts one source of “inspiration” for the generated

story, which is supplied as a prompt to generate the start of the story. Generating

stories from visual input is often referred to as Visual Storytelling (VS) [2, 10]. The

issue with relying only on VS is that the generated story is often generic, and the user

has no control over the storyline. This is alleviated with the collaborative (human-

AI interaction) aspect of CQ-VS. In contrast to traditional collaborative storytelling

systems [4, 7, 8], in which the user and the model collaborate to write a story, in CQ-

VS the user plays a more passive role during the interaction, whereby the user’s goal is

to lead the next part of the story to the user’s interest, rather than directly contribute to

the story. This imitates the natural way that a human listener guides a story, which is by

asking questions to the storyteller, and thus the storyteller will focus on the aspect of

the story which answers the question. As such, this allows the listener to inquisitively

learn more information about the story, whilst focusing on aspects of the story and the

image that interests the user.

The collaboration between humans and AI, in this creative manner, has numerous

applications, particularly in the education and creativity space. This project can be a
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promising tool for education, allowing students to interact with academic subjects in

an inquisitive manner. Additionally, there is also a great potential within the domain

of interactive gaming [4], whereby intricate and user-tailored storytelling can enhance

the immersive gaming experience. Indirectly this study contributes to the research of

multi-modal conversational AI, such as computer-aided therapy [11], since the CQ-VS

task is intimately linked to solving dual-modal (language and visual understanding),

whilst continuously interacting with a user.

1.1 Project Aims

The focus of this project is to develop a model that can automate visual story genera-

tion using multi-turn question-answering interaction with a user. This requires adopt-

ing and developing the research advances in Visual Question Answering (VQA) and

story generation. The predominant aim is to develop the CQ-VS system, and evaluate

the quality of the generated narrative, as well as, analyse the user’s experience during

the interaction. A such the objectives of this project includes implementing a bench-

mark pipeline for CQ-VS using readily available models, improving existing automatic

metrics for texts, and conducting a user study to evaluate the quality of the generated

story, the interactive experience of the full system, and the impact on helping users

write creative stories.

1.2 Structure of thesis

Section 2 of this thesis explores current state-of-the art solutions to solve multimodal

question answering systems, story generation and implementation of collaborative AI

systems, essential aspects for solving CQ-VS. In Section 3, a pipeline is proposed

for a baseline CQ-VS, detailing the datasets used to train the models, implementing

the VQA inference, as well as, the multi-user interaction, and the use of skip-thought

model for story generation. Finally, evaluation methodology is presented, which out-

lines the user study conducted, and prospective automatic metrics for evaluating the

generated open-ended texts. Section 4 presents the results obtained from the model,

user study and the evaluation metric to critical evaluate the individual design choices

of the pipeline, the effectiveness of the application, as well as the quality of the gener-

ated story passages. Finally, a conclusion is provided to summarise the findings, and

propose future work.
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Background & Related Work

The proposed task of Collaborative Question-guided Visual Storytelling (CQ-VS) takes

as input an image and a natural language question from the user, and outputs an answer

in the form of a partial story. Whereby the interaction between the user and the model

is multi-turn, i.e. the user can continuously ask questions, and the model generates

the following part of the story focused on the user’s question. In order to implement a

system for the CQ-VS task, a thorough understanding of current multimodal question

answering systems and story generation methods are required. Thus, this section ex-

plores three critical aspects of this task. Firstly, the model must understand the visual

input relative to the user’s question, thus the task of Visual Question Answering is ex-

plored. Secondly, CQ-VS requires the output answer in the form of a narrative, thus

advances in automatic story generation are studied. Finally, to achieve multi-turn user

interaction, techniques of history modelling are explored, such that generated stories

are conditioned on previous interactions, as well as, the input image.

2.1 Visual Question Answering (VQA)

Visual Question Answering (VQA) involves taking as input an image and an open-

ended, free-form natural language question and producing a natural language answer

as the output [9]. The task was introduced by Antol et al. [9] in an attempt to in-

vestigate multi-modal understanding. The authors propose a benchmark model, and

curate a VQA dataset for automatic quantitative evaluation [9], to effectively track

research progress in the VQA task. The VQA task is more challenging than single

sub-domain tasks such as object detection or image classification, since the task is not

limited to simply detecting all the objects in an image, but to attend to specific objects

4



Chapter 2. Background & Related Work 5

and actions to express the “story” of the image, whilst simultaneously attending to the

question about the image [12, 9, 13]. Part of the VQA task, can be associated to im-

age captioning, the process of automatically generating a natural language description

of the image. However, the task of VQA is more complex, since the generated tex-

tual answer may require knowledge or reasoning beyond the image’s content [14], for

example, “Is this person expecting someone?” or “How did he get paint on his dog?”.

2.1.1 Encoder-decoder Framework for VQA

Several papers have adopted architectures for VQA derived from the image captioning

task, that is, using an end-to-end encoder-decoder framework [15, 16, 17, 12, 18]. In an

encoder-decoder framework for image captioning, the encoder is often a Convolutional

Neural Network (CNN), whereby its function is to extract high level features from an

input image, this feature is then decoded using the decoder, often represented by a

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) variant, such as LSTMs or GRUs [19]. However,

for Visual Question Answering there are often more than one encoder, to encode the

question and the image, and the output representations of these encoders are combined

into a multimodal embedding, which is then decoded to provide the natural language

answer [12, 18, 20].

In the original VQA paper, Antol et al. proposes a deep learning based bench-

mark referred to as the Vanilla VQA [9, 14]. This model uses a CNN for feature

extraction, and an LSTM to encode the question, and the features are combined us-

ing element-wise multiplication and fed into a softmax, whereby the top 1000 most

frequent answers from the training are used as the output classes. This simple deep

learning method achieved a test accuracy of 54.6

2.1.2 Attention Mechanism

Although, the vanilla VQA encoder-decoder model is effective [21, 14] the problem

lies in attending to specific objects and actions within the scene [22] to answer the

input question [13]. In image captioning, this issue was alleviated by introducing the

attention mechanism [22], which attempts to solve the issue of filtering the relevant

objects/concepts in the image, required to provide a natural language description. For

VQA, the attention mechanism is required to operate over two modalities, the textual

question and the image. Several papers have proposed variations of the attention-based

encoder-decoder models for VQA [23, 24, 13, 25, 12, 26, 27].
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Figure 2.1: Overview of Anderson et al.’s [13, 28] proposed VQA model .

Anderson et al. [13, 28] used object detection methods for VQA; to extract a set of

image features using the popular Faster R-CNN model [29]. Anderson et al.’s bottom-

up top-down attention model [28] won the 2017 VQA Challenge. Various extensions

of this model have allowed for marginal increases in the performance [30]. Neverthe-

less, the underlying technical designs are primarily consistent with Anderson et al’s

method, shown in figure 2.2. Firstly, the features are extracted from the Faster R-CNN

model, the output image feature can be represented as [13]: V = {v1, ...,vk},vi ∈ IRD.

Whereby, the size of set V (the set of visual features) is not fixed, k is an integer

corresponding to the number of salient regions detected in the particular image.

The textual question is tokenised, then encoded as the hidden state of a Gated Re-

current Unit, using learned word embeddings as the input representation of each word

[28]. The model generates attention weights by first concatenating the visual features,

vi, and the output hidden representation from the GRU (question representation), q, and

applying a non-linear transformation using gated hyperbolic tangent activations [28].

Top-down attention weights are obtained jointly and applied over the image locations.

The proposed model schematic is shown in figure 2.2. Whereby, the question embed-

ding and image features are extracted to obtain attention features, the attention features

are then used to obtain a weighted sum to represent significant region features of the

image. Finally, element-wise product between the attended image features and ques-

tion embeddings are conducted, to obtain the final answer using a sigmoid function.

The attention weights and the final outputs are computed as follows:

1. Concatenation of visual and question features, x = [vi,q]

2. Non-linear transformation described by fa : x ∈ IRm → y ∈ IRn with learned

parameters a = {W,W ′,b,b’} [13] where,

ȳ = tanh(Wx+b) (2.1) g = σ(W ′x+b′) (2.2)

ȳ = ȳ◦g (2.3)
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3. Normalised attention score with learned parameter [13]:

ai = wT
a fa(x) (2.4) α = so f tmax(a) (2.5)

v̂ =
K

∑
i=1

αivi (2.6)

4. Multimodal fusion [28]:

h = fq(q)◦ fv(v̂) (2.7)

5. Distribution over possible output answers [13]:

p(y) = σ(Wo fo(h)) (2.8)

Where, Wva ∈ IRH×V, Wha ∈ IRH×M and wa ∈ IRH are learned parameters. In equation

3, the attended image features used as input to the language decoder, is calculated as

the convex combination of all input features.

The multi-modal fusion refers to the element-wise multiplication of the question

representation and the weighted sum over image features. This joint embedding, h, is

fed into a non-linear layer, and then through a logistic regression classifier (sigmoid

function) to obtain target scores [28].

The author’s attribute their success of achieving 70 % accuracy on the VQA v2

dataset [28], to various technical innovations [28] such as using image features from

object detection models, gated tanh activations for all non-linear units, sigmoid output

(rather than the conventional softmax output) to allow multiple correct answers per

question, and soft scores as the ground truth targets, allowing a regression of scores for

candidate answers, rather than a classification output [28].

2.1.3 State-of-the-art VQA: Pythia (2018)

Jiang et al. [30] proposes a model called Pythia, which extends on Anderson et al.’s

[13] framework, by reducing computation and improving accuracy. Firstly, the au-

thors used additional datasets, Visual Dialog [31] and Visual Genome [32], to train the
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VQA model. The computation was reduced by replacing the gated tanh activations, to

weight normalisation + ReLU activations. Unlike, Anderson et al., Pythia uses a com-

bination of object-level and grid-level features, which are separately combined with

features from questions and concatenated, and then fed into classification. Further-

more, the dual modality representation was obtained using elementwise multiplication

rather than concatenation, and the word embedding were pre-initialised using GloVe

vectors [33, 30]. By ensembling 30 diverse models, Jiang et al. achieved an accuracy

of 72 % on the VQA v2 dataset. In this project, the Pythia model is used as part of the

pipeline for the CQ-VS benchmark.

With recent advances in deep learning, Transformers [34] have been shown to per-

form significantly better for language tasks than traditional encoder-decoder models

which use temporal sequence processing, such as RNNs [35, 34, 36]. This allows for

much faster model training, since each word is not processed sequentially, and does not

suffer from recency bias (inability to capture long-range dependencies in text) [34]. Its

astounding success in NLP has led to extensive research in multi-modal applications,

including VQA [21, 37, 38]. Transformers perform better with a larger number of

parameters, thus require large datasets to ensure the model does not overfit to the train-

ing data [39]. Often pre-trained Transformer models are used, and then fine-tuned to

downstream tasks such as VQA [37, 38]. The winners of the VQA challenge in 2019

[37] and 2020 [38] implemented Transformers, in combination with object detection

models for feature extraction as described by Anderson et al. [13]. However, the in-

crease in accuracy is marginal compared to RNN methods suggested by Anderson et

al.

2.2 Automatic Story Generation

Automated story generation is the problem of automatically selecting a sequence of

events and actions that meet a set of criteria to be told as a story [4, 40]. The output for

CQ-VS is a continuation of the story that answers the question asked by the user, using

abstract and evaluative language. This is different from VQA, which outputs a direct

answer. This section explores current methods to bridge the gap between the direct

answer and the desired story passages, as well as, achieving coherence and methods

used to evaluate the quality of generated stories.
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2.2.1 Generating Coherent Stories

Several paper have attempted to generate a coherent and fluent story by modelling

the system at the plot level [41], commonly this is implemented using a plot graph

[41, 42, 43], which represents the story’s logical flow of events. The plot graph also

confines the story to a legal story progression and determines the allowable events at

any given time. Jurafsky et al. [RR24] proposed an unsupervised schemata which

models the narrative chain of events as a partially ordered set of events related by

a common protagonist. McIntyre and Lapata [44] further extends Jurafsky’s study,

whereby the plots are obtained by merging entity-specific narrative schemas. The paper

concludes that there is an improvement in the quality of the generated stories, and

further improvements such as taking temporal knowledge into account, and explicitly

modelling the discourse structure [44], were suggested.

Generating and using plot graphs can be complex process, for example, McIntyre

and Lapata [44], firstly had to create the plot graph depending on the protagonists of

the story using entity-based schema extraction. The plot graph, with expanded lexical

variables, contains hundreds of nodes and give rise to thousands of stories. Once the

plot graph is created, a depth first search finds all paths with length matching the de-

sired story length. This is followed by sentence planning, and then Genetic Algorithm

is used to solve the multi-constraint optimisation problem, before running through

a surface realiser, which reformulates the input sentences [44]. It is evident that this

method requires multiple processing stage, extensive computation, and does not gener-

alise well to other similar tasks. These problems can be avoided by using deep learning

methods to automatically generalise to the patterns of storytelling.

Fan et al. [3] proposes a hierarchical neural story generator, which first generates

a story prompt, and then conditions on this prompt to generate the story, resulting

in a consistent story grounded to an overall plot. The authors argues that a standard

sequence-to-sequence model applied to a hierarchical story generation is susceptible

to forming language models that are irrelevant to the writing prompt. Thus, suggests

a novel form of model fusion that improves the relevance of the story to the prompt

by building dependencies between the seq-to-seq model’s input and output. Given

the nature of the complex storytelling task, the model was evaluated using human

judgment and automatic metrics. The model showed significant improvements over

other baseline methods, and the human judges preferred the hierarchical approach over

other non-hierarchical models [3].
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Figure 2.2: The skip-thought model training example. The model predicts surround-

ing sentences from a central sentence [10]. The colours represent components which

share parameters.

2.2.2 Visual Storytelling: Skip-thought Vectors & Style Transfer

CQ-VS requires the model to produce part of the story based on the image and the

generated story thus far. Fan et al. [3] argues that conditioning the decoder on a prompt

generates relevant and consistent stories. Kiros et al. [10] extends on this concept and

uses image captions as the prompt. Kiros et al. [FOOT NOTE] proposed a system for

visual storytelling which generates story passages from images, a task often referred to

as Visual Storytelling [2]. The method relies on using sentence embeddings; referred

to as skip-thought vectors [10]. Skip-thought model is an extension of the word-level

skip-gram model used to obtain word embeddings [10]. The skip-gram model predicts

the surrounding context from a central word, whereas the skip-thought model predicts

surrounding sentences from a central sentence [10]. The skip-thought vectors for Kiros

et al.’s method were trained on a large collection of novels, namely the BookCorpus

dataset [45].

An RNN decoder is trained on romance novels, whereby each passage from a novel

is mapped to a skip-thought vector. The RNN then conditions on the skip-thought vec-

tor and aims to generate the passage that it has encoded. Parallelly, a visual-semantic

embedding between images and captions is trained [46], such that a caption can be

retrieve given an image. An issue arises in bridging the gap between the generated

image captions and the story passages required to be generated. The writing style of

the image captions is direct and short, therefore simply encoding and decoding using

the skip-thought model would not yield quality story generation. To solve this Kiros

et al. proposes to adopt style shifting, inspired by the work of Gatys et al. [47]. The

principal idea is to convert the sentence embedding of the image caption, the “caption

style”, to the “book style”, such that the decoder receives an embedding similar to

what it was trained on. This results in a decoded story conditioned on the style-shifted

image caption embedding. The technical aspects of the style transfer are mentioned
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in the Methodology Section 3. In this project, Kiros et al.’s method of visual story

generation, using skip-thought vectors and style transfer, is adapted to generate story

passages from the output of the VQA model.

2.2.3 Automatic Evaluation of Generated Stories

Story generation models, as described by Kiros et al. and Fan et al., are not end-to-

end trainable, in other words there are no training data to directly predict the stories

given images/prompts. Due to the absence of a gold standard and the open-ended

generation of the text, commonly used n-gram overlap metrics such as ROUGE [48,

49] and BLUE [50] for machine summarisation and translation respectively, cannot be

used. Additionally, the aim of the CQ-VS task is not to generate a specific story, but

rather a coherent and viable story passage. As such, the generated stories are evaluated

using automatic evaluation methods, as well as, human evaluation.

Perplexity: As aforementioned, the hierarchical neural generation model proposed

by Fan et al. generates open-ended stories. The authors use perplexity, as a measure of

the quality of the language models [3, 51]. Perplexity uses n-gram language models to

measure how fluently the model can produce the correct next word given the preceding

words [3]. The perplexity of a language model with respect to a sample of text, is

the reciprocal of the probabilities of the test set, normalised by the number of words

[52, 51]. Whereby, these probabilities are obtained from an n-gram language model

trained on a separate dataset.

Type Token Ratio (TTR): In linguistics, a quantitative measure of the richness

of a writer’s vocabulary is computed as the number of unique words (types) divided

by the total number of words (tokens) in a given passage [53, 54]. TTR provides a

fast and simple measure of lexical diversity. However, it could be sensitive to the

passage length, under the assumption that a longer passage is less likely to be of a new

type, therefore longer passages would have lower TTR [54]. This issue can be simply

mitigated by comparing same length passages.

Coherence: Coherence can be considered as the property of well-written texts

with meaningful connections between its utterances, which makes them easier to un-

derstand than a sequence of randomly strung sentences [55] . Lapata et al. [55] suggest

automatic evaluation of text coherence by measuring the semantic relatedness between

sentences. The authors propose to measure local coherence by computing the average

of the similarity measures of every consecutive pair of sentences. The mathematical
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formula is shown in the Experiment Section 3.

2.3 Multi-turn User Interaction

User collaboration is an integral part of our proposed Collaborative Question-guided

Visual Storytelling (CQ-VS) problem, since the generated stories must cater to the

user’s interest, expressed by asking questions. Thereby, the model requires to look

back at previously generated story passages and image, to relevantly reply to the user’s

question. For the task of CQ-VS we can leverage methods used in Knowledge-based

VQA to allow multi-turn user collaboration. KB-VQA grounds the VQA model to

external knowledge often obtained using information retrieval methods [56]. Since the

user questions are based on the image and the history of the generated story (knowl-

edge). KB-VQA, is more difficult than the general VQA task, due to the answer being

conditioned on a given passage, as well as the image and the question [57, 15].Wu et

al. [15] has proposed an encoder-decoder framework for Knowledge-Based VQA (KB-

VQA). The model uses a DBPedia as the knowledge base, which is queried using top

5 attributes from the generated image caption to output the relevant document (exter-

nal knowledge), which is then encoded using distributed representation of documents

(Doc2Vec) [58].

From a modelling perspective the CQ-VS task has an advantage over KB-VQA.

KB-VQA requires external knowledge, often in the form of Knowledge Graphs (KB)

[14, 59] or Open Knowledge (OK) [60], which requires further querying from either

a set of corpora or a graph. Whereas, for CQ-VS the knowledge is the generated

story, therefore, does not require increased memory storage, nor further computations

to query documents or information.



Chapter 3

Methodology & Implementation

This section describes the approach taken to build and evaluate the Collaborative Question-

guided Visual Storytelling (CQ-VS) benchmark model. The setup of the pre-trained

VQA and the skip-thought model are described, as well as, the issues encountered with

respect to version control, code structure, testing, inference time, etc.

This section is structured to reflect the flow of information through the pipeline,

as shown in 3.1. (1)Datasets: The datasets and training procedure by the authors are

described for the pre-trained models of the the VQA, story generation model and eval-

uation metrics. (2)Object detection & feature extraction: Feature extraction method

applied to the input image. (3)VQA inference: These features are then run through

an attention mechanism, which simultaneously attends to the question and image fea-

tures, and outputs a joint embedding to an output classifier, resulting in an answer.

(4)Question summarisation: The question is summarised by simple POS extraction.

(5)Extracting relevant sentences from generated passage: Cosine similarity of sen-

tence embeddings are used to extract the most relevant sentence from the generated

passages with respect to the question. (6)Story generation model: discusses how the

inputs from the image answer, question summarisation and sentence extraction from

the passages, are used to generate the next passage. (7)Evaluation: The implementa-

tion of the user study and quantitative evaluation methods to assess the lexical diversity,

fluency and coherence are discussed.

3.1 A baseline model for CQ-VS

The proposed benchmark model pipeline, as aforementioned, consists of three critical

aspects: (1) VQA model to understand questions based on the input image (2) Story

13
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Figure 3.1: The baseline model pipeline consists of three critical aspects: VQA model,

Story generation model and history modelling for user collaboration.

Generation model to output a story passage based on the image, the question and pre-

vious interactions (3) History modelling to ensure the generated story passages, during

the user interaction, takes into account historic passages generated. The schematic in

figure 3.1 outlines the complete pipeline of the proposed CQ-VS model.

3.2 Datasets

The modular design of this pipeline allows each individual model to be trained and

evaluated separately. In this project, there are three deep learning models: (1) Object

detection model, (2) VQA encoder-decoder model, (3) skip-thought encoder-decoder

model. In order to achieve reasonable performance large datasets are required to train

these models. However, given the time restriction of this project, and the resource

limitations such as storage and available computational power, it would be infeasible

to train all these models from scratch.

Instead, pre-trained models, with proven performances, were used where possible,

since the project focus is not on the individual model performance, but rather a bench-

mark implementation for the CQ-VS task. As such, the focus of the project is directed

towards the quality of the generated story, the user experience, and the impact of this

application on helping users write creative stories.

Object Detection model: Faster RCNN was pre-trained on the Visual Genome dataset

[32]. The Visual Genome dataset consists of 108K images with 1.7 million visual

question answers [32].

Pythia VQA model: Yu et al.’s [30] Pythia model was trained on three popular

datasets: VQA v2 [9], Visual Genome [32] and Visual Dialog [31]. Currently, one

of the largest and commonly used dataset is the VQA v2 dataset [9], consisting of 1M
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questions for 205K real images, with further questions and images for abstract scenes.

The VQA dataset consists of at least 3 questions per image and 10 answers per ques-

tion. Yu et al. further increased the VQA v2 dataset by data augmentation such as

mirroring [30]. The VisDial v0.9 consists of 1 dialog with 10 question-answer pairs

on approximately 120k images from COCO [61], resulting in a total of 1.2M dialog

question-answer pairs. For this task, the 10 turns in the dialog were converted to 10

independent question-answer pairs [30].

Skip-thought model: The skip-thought encoder-decoder model [10] was trained on

the BookCorpus v1 dataset [45], which includes 11 K free books with 74 M sentences,

written by unpublished authors. The dataset consists of 16 different genres e.g., Ro-

mance (2,865 books), Fantasy (1,479), Science fiction (786), Teen (430), etc. The

original BookCorpus v1 dataset has been removed by the authors, however, an unoffi-

cial BookCorpus v2 dataset with scraped books is available, with approximately 17 K

books 1. Nevertheless, training such a large corpus using temporal sequence training

such as RNNs is computationally expensive, the authors state that it can take up to 3-4

days of training on modern GPUs 2 [10]. Therefore, a pre-trained model on the v1

BookCorpus was used instead; with over 14 M passages from romance novels.

N-gram Language model: Additionally, perplexity is used as one of the quantitative

evaluation metric for the generated story. As such an n-gram language model is trained

on a subset of the BookCorpus dataset. However, since the training data that was used

for the pre-trained model is no longer publicly available, the second version of the

BookCorpus dataset was used, as described above.

3.3 Object detection & feature extraction

The key idea of the up-down model presented by Anderson et al. [13] is to use an

object detection model, namely ResNet-101, a Mask R-CNN model . Mask R-CNN is

an extension of the Faster R-CNN [29] model, which is an object detection model de-

signed to identify instances of objects belonging to certain classes and localising them

with bounding boxes. Mask R-CNN goes further, by adding a branch for predicting

segmentation masks on each Region of Interest (RoI), simultaneous to existing branch

for classification and bounding box localistion [62]. In this project, pre-trained model

1https://github.com/soskek/bookcorpus
2https://github.com/ryankiros/skip-thoughts/tree/master/training
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Figure 3.2: The images show the object detection output for the provided images, as

well as, the output answers and confidence score for the same image using the Pythia

up-down VQA model.

was used, namely Facebook’s v1 Detectron model 3.

The Resnet-101 architecture consists of 101 layers including 33 residual connec-

tions; and 5 ResNet block [62, 63]. Whereby, the entire Res-5 block was used as the

second-stage region classifier for detection [30]. After training the model, final average

pooling layer outputs a feature vector of 2048 dimensions; whereby each region is rep-

resented by 2048 dimension feature vector V. The computation is similar to Anderson

et al.’s proposed model, as described in Section 3.

During implementation of the model, various issues were encountered. Although,

a pre-trained model was used, the detectron model’s feature extraction stage requires

extensive computation power, therefore using GPU would yield faster inference. How-

ever, due to limited computation resource, GPU memory on local computers were ex-

hausted and providing CUDA errors, since the local machine used NVIDIA GeForce

GTX 1650 with only 4 Gb dedicated memory. A potential solution to this would be

to use cloud GPUs like Google Cloud Compute Engine 4, however, this would com-

plicate the User Interface (UI) implementation required for the user study. Instead, the

feature extraction of input image was implemented using CPU only, this allowed the

local machine to provide an output, however, it would take 1-2 minutes to process the

image, during inference of the VQA model.

3https://github.com/facebookresearch/Detectron
4https://cloud.google.com/compute
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3.4 VQA Inference

The Pythia VQA model as described by Yu et al.[30] was not modified. The pre-trained

model was utilised for this project, and the dataset is described in section 3.2. The

model was not fine-tuned nor trained from scratch, since it would only marginally im-

prove the accuracy, whilst drastically compromising on time spent training and tuning

the model. The main aim of the project is to implement a working pipeline for CQ-VS,

therefore, more time was assigned to evaluation of the system rather than improving

the accuracies of sub-systems.

Initially, the pre-trained model was evaluated on a test set from the VQA v2 dataset,

to confirm the claimed accuracy [30]. The model was tested on 81 K images’ features

and 447 K questions, the test set achieved 69.3 %. During testing, storage issue was

encountered since the total storage required for the test set is approximately 200 Gb.

This issue was alleviated by using an external hard drive.

During inference, the publicly available code 5 was adjusted to infer using image

URL, and output top-10 predictions and associated confidence scores. The image was

converted from PIL image to RGB image, normalised using the mean obtained from

ImageNet dataset [64] and finally resized. As mentioned earlier in section 3.3, the

model inference was run on the machine’s CPU rather than GPU due to computational

restrictions.

3.5 Multi-turn user interaction

The multi-turn aspect is implemented by repeatedly attending to the user questions

and generating the passage based on the image, previously generated passages and the

question. This is achieved by concatenating three string outputs: (1) important parts-

of-speech from the question (2) answer from the image (3) relevant sentence from the

past 5 generated passages. See section 4.2, for an example of the concatenated strings.

3.5.1 Question summarisation using POS Extraction

Rather than using the whole question as the input for the story generator, parts-of-

speech extraction was used to extract the adjectives, nouns and verbs from the question.

This method was devised to reduce the size of the input string; the extracted POS

tokens provides a “summary” of the original question [65].
5https://github.com/allenai/pythia
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Firstly, the input question is pre-processed to remove any symbols i.e. only num-

bers and characters were extracted, and then tokenised. The tokenised list of words

is respectively tagged by the POS tagger using the NLTK library [66]. The sentence

“why is the goat hiding behind the barn?” would be tagged such that a list of tuples

will be formed as (¡token¿, ¡tag¿). Only the verbs, nouns and adjectives are extracted

therefore the output string from this function would be shortened to “is goat hiding

barn”.

3.5.2 Answer from image

As stated in section 3.4, the output of the VQA model is the top 10 candidate answers

and the associated confidence scores. The answer to the user’s question conditioned on

the image is simply the most confident answer. An assumption was made that adding

some extra noise would create more interesting stories, whereby this extra noise should

still be relevant to the image. Therefore, an extra answer is randomly sampled from

the top 5 candidate answers (excluding the top-most candidate) and concatenated to

the most confident answer.

As shown in figure 3.2, for the first image and question, the most-confident answer

is “dogs”, and a randomly sampled answer could be “sheep”, therefore the output

from this function would be “dogs sheep”.

3.5.3 Extracting Relevant Sentences from Previous Interactions

In order to query the most relevant sentences from the previous story passages, the

question and every sentence in the previous passages are encoded using the skip-

thought model. Subsequently, cosine similarity, as shown in equation 3.1, is computed

on every sentence embedding and compared with the question embedding, and the

most similar sentence is extracted as the output. The passage was simply split into

sentences at full stops.

Ideally, if all sentences in the passage are irrelevant, then no output should be pro-

duced since the question is likely to have been directed at the image. This is achieved

by ensuring the cosine score of the most similar sentence is above a threshold score of

0.15. The threshold of 0.15 was chosen by qualitatively experimenting with various

questions and passages, and subjectively classing the extracted sentences as relevant to

the question.
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similarity(q,pi) =
q ·pi

||q||× ||pi||
(3.1)

Where, q is the embedded representation of the question using the skip-thought

model, and pi corresponds to each embedded sentence in the passage, i.e. a passage

with i sentences, would consist of i sentence embeddings, therefore this function would

produce i number of Cosine similarity scores.

3.6 Story Generation: Skip-thought Inference

The pretrained skip-thought model was used in this project, as described by Kiros et al.

[10]. The skip-thought encoder was used to encode the input string into an embedding,

shift its style to narrative style, then decoded using skip-thought decoder. Whereby,

the input string is a concatenation of the POS question extraction (see Section 3.5.1),

visual answer (see Section 3.5.2) and sentence extraction from previously generated

passages (see Section 3.5.3). The task of CQ-VS is described as generating an initial

story based on the image, then allowing users to ask questions on the image or the

generated initial passage, to generate the next passage. As such, the initial passage

is generated by only using POS question extraction and the answer from the VQA

model, whereby a neutral question is used i.e. “what is it?”. This would generate the

first passage conditioned on the answer from the VQA model.

3.6.1 Loading pre-trained model

Pre-trained models, word embeddings and encoder vocabulary were downloaded from

the Toronto University file storage 6. Loading the skip-thought encoder and decoder

models (pickle files), as well as, the vocabulary and biases (.npy files) takes approx-

imately 20 minutes on an Intel Core i7 CPU. Jupyter Notebook was used during de-

velopment, since it allows debugging errors without having to reload the models every

time an error is encountered, due to the isolation of script cells.

3.6.2 Skip-thought encoder

According to Kiros et al. [10], the model was trained with 2 separate GRU en-

coder models with 2400 dimensions, one is a unidirectional RNN and the other a
6http://www.cs.toronto.edu/ rkiros
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bi-directional RNN. The models were combined using concatenation of both RNNs,

resulting in 4800 dimension vectors. The weights were initialised from a uniform dis-

tribution. During training the authors used mini-batches of 128, and gradient clipping

using a threshold of 10 [19], and optimising using Adam algorithm.

In order to deal with vocabulary that was not seen during training, the authors

suggest, a generalisation method, which maps the word embeddings from the word

embedding space to an RNN word embedding space, by parameterising using a learned

matrix W, such that v′ = Wv, where v′ is a vector representation in the RNN word

embedding space, and the v is a vector representation in the original word embedding

space i.e. word2vec embedding space. This means any unseen vector v, can be mapped

to v′ for decoding.

During implementation, the encoder is expected to produce a list of vectors, given

a list of sentences. The sentence is first pre-processed by simply tokenising and then

extracting vectors in batches of sentences that have the same length. The sequences

of words in the sentence, is run through the encoder, and the final context vector in

the RNN can be interpreted as a representation of the sentence. The output sentence

embeddings are of dimensions 4800.

3.6.3 Style-shifting

Style-shifting, as described by Kiros et al, 7, is used to change the style of the an-

swer obtained from the image and passages, to a “narrative” style before decoding the

shifted embedding to the story. This is required because the decoder was trained on

“narrative” style sentence embedding, to generate story passage. For this project, we

represent the styles of the answer and the narrative as the mean of the skip-thought

embeddings of the respective training data. The style shifting is achieved through a

simple linear transformation:

shi f t(e) = e+a−n (3.2)

Where, vector a refers to the style of the “answer”, vector n refers to the “narrative”

style and vector e is the output from the encoder, i.e. the skip-thought embedding.

The “answer” style vector was constructed as the mean of the skip-thought vectors for

MS COCO training captions, and the n is the mean of the skip-thought vectors of the

romance novels. These bias vectors were downloaded from Toronto University file

7https://github.com/ryankiros/neural-storyteller
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storage, since computing skip-thought vectors for the large amount of texts would be

computationally expensive.

3.6.4 Decoding

The encoder-decoder was trained on the BookCorpus dataset, therefore, the decoder

expects a “narrative” style sentence embedding (skip-thought vector). The decoder is

a neural language model, which conditions on the shifted “answer” style vector, i.e.

shi f t(e) to produce the next sentence and the previous sentence. Whilst generating the

captions, the beam width of the generated sentences can be adjusted. A beam width

of 1, is equivalent to greedy decoding. A higher beam width will generate higher

quality sentences however, inference time increases drastically. For the user study,

a combination of beam width of 50 and 200 were used to generate the text. It was

observed that a beam width above 1000 would take more than 15 minutes to generate

a new passage, however, the passages were more fluent and coherent.

3.7 Implementation Issues

3.7.1 Incompatible Python dependencies

The skip-thought model was developed in 2015 [30], therefore, the publicly available

code 8 for the skip-thought encoder-decoder model required older dependencies, and

was coded in Python 2.7. However, the Pythia Up-Down VQA model’s code is re-

cent, and therefore relies of newer dependencies, and was written in Python 3. In

order to keep the pipeline code clean, and the Python version consistent, the skip-

thought model was modified for Python 3, and made compatible with newer libraries

of Theano, scikit-learn, NLTK, Keras and GenSim, in order to run the whole pipeline

within one environment.

3.7.2 Slow Inference

It was also observed, at inference, the time taken for the skip-thought model to gen-

erate a story is approximately 1 minute, when a beam width of 50 is used, and 3-4

minutes for a beam width of 200 during decoding. This is on top of the inference of

the VQA model, running on CPU, which takes approximately 2-3 minutes to produce

8https://github.com/ryankiros/skip-thoughts
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an answer. These excessive durations to produce a story passage, makes it infeasible

for an interactive model – users may be discouraged to use the CQ-VS application due

to the wait time per interaction.

In future implementations using cloud GPUs or cluster computing can provide

faster inference, thus making CQ-VS application available through online mediums

(apps/ websites) for users would be viable. Additionally, modern deep learning tools

such as PyTorch and TensorFlow were not used for the skip-thought model, in future

implementation, leveraging these tools could provide more efficient computation, and

thus faster inference.

3.8 Evaluation

There are no directly applicable evaluation datasets for this task, therefore, a quanti-

tative evaluation of the open-ended texts will be conducted on a sample of generated

stories using metrics such as coherence, perplexity and lexical diversity. The main eval-

uation of the generated story, will be conducted using human evaluation (user study)

and qualitative analysis of the produced story [3, 44].

3.8.1 User Study

The aim of the user study is to evaluate the quality of the generated stories using two

metrics; understanding and coherence, as well as, determining the usefulness of this ap-

plication for providing ideas for writing stories. The user study takes approximately 40

minutes to complete, and it consists of 6 sections. The study was conducted remotely

over a video call with 13 participants. Each section of the user study is described

below:

Consent: This section ensures the participants are aware of the purpose of the

user study, that they understand the Participant Information Sheet (PIS) and consent

form and aware of how their data will be used in this study, and by the University of

Edinburgh.

Storytelling Experience: This section attempts to find out about the story writing

skills of the participant; the questions are directed to find out how often the participant

writes a creative piece. This section is included to explore any relations between the

usefulness of this application and the target users; for example, a regular storyteller

may find this application more useful.
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Understanding & Coherence: In this section the participants are asked to read 3

short passages generated by the CQ-VS model, then rate their understanding of the text,

as well as, a coherence rating on a Likert scale of 1-5. The participants are informed

of the definition of understanding and coherence; understanding is defined as being

aware of the meaning of the text, whereas coherence is defined as the quality of being

logical and consistent. In preparation for this section, three sets of three passages were

collected from the model generator using random questions from the training sample.

The researcher alternates between the three sets of passages for each new participant;

collecting equal rating data for each set of passages. Additionally, the users are asked

to select the passage which makes the most sense, if any, and summarise the passage

to affirm their understanding. The purpose of this section is to obtain quantitative

human judgement scores which can be compared to the automatic evaluation metrics

described below (Section 3.8.2).

Creative Activity: This section was designed to investigate whether the model

helps users create more interesting stories. The participants are asked to write a short

story (3-4 sentences) based on an image. They then interact with the CQ-VS model

for a second related image, whereby the interaction is limited to 2 user questions, since

it can take up to 4 minutes to generate a story per interaction. After having read the

generated stories, the users are asked to write a short story on the second image. Every

user is randomly shown one of three pairs of images which were handpicked. The

users are then asked whether interacting with the model helps improve the story, if

so, in which of the following space: plot, setting, character, style, theme or point of

view. The users were allowed to tick multiple options. Finally, the users were asked

to rate the usefulness of the application in creating a story using a Likert scale of 1-5.

Different images were used because, using the same image for the first and second task,

would have given users longer exposure to the same image and therefore it would be

difficult to differentiate if the second story’s improvement was due to the longer time

the participant had to think about the story or whether it was due to the interaction with

the model, this phenomena is referred to as the “learning effect” [67]. Therefore, to

mitigate this problem two related but different images were handpicked, whereby the

relation between the images are subjective to the researcher.

Relevance: In this section the participants are simply asked two questions based

on the interaction from the previous section. The first questions asks to rate the rele-

vance of the generated story passage to the image, and the second question asks for the

relevance of the generated story to the user question. Both questions expect a rating of
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1-5 on the Likert scale.

Interest: This section asks the participant to rate their interest of the stories gen-

erated, and whether the question-guided interaction helps make the story interesting.

The participants were also asked whether they would be interested in using this appli-

cation with a proper user interface. Additionally, the users were asked two open-ended

questions, the first question asked the participants what they see the application being

used for. The final question asks the user for any further comments regarding the user

study or the project.

3.8.2 Quantitative Evaluation

3.8.2.1 Perplexity

Perplexity uses n-gram language models to measure how fluently the model can pro-

duce the correct next word given the preceding words [3]. We generate an n-gram

language model using a test set of BookCorpus v2 dataset, whereby the n-gram model

is trained on 2,000 stories, and then the perplexity is calculated for the generated text.

The n-gram language model is simply modelled using Maximum Likelihood Estima-

tion (MLE) with Laplace smoothing [51]. In this project, we evaluate with unigram

and bigram language models, as shown below:

Pbigram(ni|ni−1) =
C(ni−1,ni)+1
C(ni−1)+V

(3.3)

Whereby, these probability are calculated from the training data. The function C(·) is

the count of the words in the order specified, n represents the individual words with

respect to position i, and V represents the vocabulary size.

The perplexity of the generated text is then calculated using the probability distri-

bution over the vocabulary, i.e. the unigram and bigram language models. Perplexity

is computed as follows for the bigram language model [51]:

PP(W ) = N

√
N

∏
i=1

1
P(ni|ni−1)

(3.4)

Where, N is the number of words in the passage W . During evaluation we compare the

perplexity of 9 generated passages with 9 passages from a held-out dataset of Book-

Corpus dataset. We first compute the unigram and bigram counts within the 2000

datasets from the BookCopus v2 dataset, stored in dictionary format in Python. A

subset of the BookCorpus v2 dataset was used because loading multiple dictionaries
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for computing the unigram and bigram probabilities caused the Jupyter Notebook to

repeatedly crash (kernel died). For example, the dictionary size for the unigram and

bigram counts were, 614,997 and 13,382,410 respectively.

3.8.2.2 Coherence

Coherence is evaluated using Lapata et al.’s [55] method, by measuring the semantic

relatedness between sentences. As such, the local coherence is computed by averaging

the similarity measures of every consecutive pair of sentences. Lapata et al. suggest

modelling the semantic similarity by using the mean of the word-level vector represen-

tation of the sentence, and then computing cosine similarity. However, in this project

we leverage the skip-thought sentence embeddings for the sentence representation, and

compute the cosine similarity as follows [55]:

coherence(W ) =
∑

s−1
i=1 sim(Si,Si+1)

s−1
(3.5)

Where, Si is the encoded sentence embedding using the skip-thought model, and s

is the number of sentences in passage W .

As described in the user study section 3.8.1, as part of the human evaluation, co-

herence ratings of 9 passages were obtained. The automatic coherence evaluation is

compared with the average human judgement coherence rating using Spearman’s Rank

Correlation Coefficient (SRCC) and Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC). This anal-

ysis can help us evaluate the quality of the coherence metric, compared to human

judgement.

3.8.2.3 Type-token Ratio (TTR)

In order to evaluate the lexical diversity of the generated text, TTR metric is used to

provide a fast and simple measure of the richness of a writer’s vocabulary. Similar, to

the other two automatic evaluation metric, this is measured on 9 generated passages

and compared with 9 passages from a held-out portion of the BookCorpus dataset. In

order to mitigate the issue of TTR’s sensitivity to passage length [54], TTR is only

computed on the first 100 words of the passage, and is calculated as follows:

T T R(W ) =
C(word types)
C(word tokens)

(3.6)

Where, C(·) is the count of word types (distinct word tokens) or word tokens.
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3.8.2.4 Beam width

In order to realise the effect of the beam width during decoding on the coherence and

lexical diversity, 5 passages were generated from 5 manually authored prompts. The

same prompts were used to generate the passages at beam widths of 50, 100, 200, 500

and 1000. Additionally, the time taken to generate the passages, and the lengths of

the generated passages were recorded. Finally, the average coherence score, TTR and

inference time were computed, for each beam width value.
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Evaluation & Results

This chapter begins with qualitative evaluation of the pipeline and generated passages,

and then presents the results obtained from automatic evaluation methods, namely per-

plexity, type-token ratio and coherence. Finally findings from the user study are exten-

sively analysed and evaluated.

4.1 Obtaining answers

4.1.1 Sentence Extraction method

An example of the output of the sentence extraction model is shown in figure 4.1. The

question is embedded using skip-thought model, and every clause in the passage is also

embedded. As shown in the example interaction, Q1 and Q2 are asking very similar

questions, and as expected the extracted answer for both questions are the same. This

shows that in this case the sentence embedding allows synonyms or similar concept

questions to be asked, and still obtain the most relevant sentence/clause from the story.

Q3 and Q4, in figure 4.1, are also similar questions, however, in this case a different

sentence is extracted for both questions, both of which have some relevancy to ques-

tion; for example, Q4 has asks about depression, and obtains the phrase with the words

“mental health issue”, “she wouldn’t listen” and “wrong”. All of which, has a nega-

tive intonation, which could be associated with depression, a mental health illness. Q5

and Q6 demonstrates the function’s capabilities of differentiating between relevant and

irrelevant answers. It is evident, that Q6 is an irrelevant question with respect to this

passage, and as such the cosine similarity value is below the threshold mentioned in

Methodology, i.e. 0.15. Whereas, Q5 provides a cosine similarity above the threshold,

27
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Figure 4.1: An example of the sentence extraction method using Cosine similarity of the

skip-thought sentence embedding of the question and each sentence in the passage.

therefore the function assumes the question is relevant to the specific passage.

One of the issues with this method for the CQ-VS task is that, as the number of

interactions increases, the historic passages (i.e. the generated story) gets longer, there-

fore the question embedding would need to be compared to an increasing set of sen-

tence embedding, resulting in increased computation as more interactions are made.

This was mitigated by only checking the sentence embeddings of the last 5 passages

generated. However, this may not be the best solution, since the user may want to ask

questions relating to the beginning of the story.

In future implementations, a potential solution to this problem could be achieved by

computing the similarity of the question to the whole passage, using passage-level em-

beddings, and then using the most relevant passage, compute sentence-level similarity.

Therefore, the number of cosine similarity operations will decrease to the number of

passages generated, rather than number of sentences generated. This simple function

could show great promise in the field of extractive QA systems [68] and text querying

[69] as a baseline. For example, compared to traditional QA methods, the model does

not need to be explicitly trained directly using Question-Answer pairs, but rather using

pre-trained sentence embeddings to provide the answer from a knowledge source.
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4.2 Concatenation of answers

In methodology section 3.5.2, we stated that two answers are outputted from the VQA

model, the top-most confident answer, and a randomly selected answer from the next

5 most confident answer. However, there is no control as to which aspect of the input

prompt the story generator will focus on, therefore, it was observed that the generated

answer may be irrelevant to the visual answer, since the model would sometimes focus

on the lesser confident VQA output, or completely ignore the VQA outputs and focus

on the question or story extraction outputs.

The story generator, i.e., the skip-thought encoder-decoder model, takes as input

the concatenation of the POS question extraction, visual answer and story extraction.

The major issue with this method, is that this concatenation does not usually make

grammatical sense, resulting in a degenerate story. The example below compares the

initial sentences from a passage generated by concatenated strings, compared to, a

grammatically correct prompt. It is evident that a coherent and grammatical prompt

outputs quality sentences.

Concatenated Prompt: Q(paws dog squeeze did) V(tired love) E(I thought as he

put his hand into my dog s paws and squeezed my nails into his paws)

Generated Story: staggered paws did paws me back , and I thought his thoughts

might be more difficult to push my thoughts away as I put my paws into his paws then

put my heel firmly still in his embrace as she put my paws into his paws and put my

head back to rest his paws on my paws

Curated Grammatically Correct Prompt: She squeezed the dog’s paw to wel-

come him into a loving home

Generated Story: She was n’t allowed to be here , either . It was a great deal of

pain and pain . She wondered briefly if he ’d found a safe haven to stay here , and the

doctor told him to check her out . It was a relief at the loss of her mother ’s health and

health , at least , she understood .

One possible solution for improving the prompt automatically, is to deploy further

processing to ensure the prompt is grammatically correct. Tien et al. [70] proposes a

grammar correction system which extracts entities from an input passage, and produces

a coherent sentence using pre-defined templates.
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4.3 Evaluation of generated story passages

(A) Example Generated Text: Cronus and the dragons , everything that could , this

world with this world was so powerful , it was all of this world . There was no sense in

this world or the things that would cause her to listen to him as much as he wanted her

to . There was so many times in the past thousand years that he ’d never allowed her

to be the cause of this world or the world that existed in this world . There was such

an acute sense of foreboding that knocked the heart out of her , and that was the only

thing that could ever happen to you . We are the only other vampires in this world , are

we , Raven .

4.3.1 Qualitative observations

The generated stories were of reasonable quality, whereby the passages consisted of

full sentences which were mostly grammatically correct, i.e. the sentences are written

in active voice, ideas are linked with conjunctions, punctuations are correctly used,

etc. However, it is evident that the passages lacked fluency and coherence. In the

example above, the reader can understand the topic of the passage. The language

is very abstract and utilises poetic devices such as ambiguity, imagery, synecdoche,

allegory etc. However, there are minor grammatical errors, for example, the number

disagreement “was so many times”. The poetic nature of the generated text, allow the

reader to interpret the story as they wish, this is beneficial for the task of CQ-VS since

the aim is to provide a starting point for creative writing.

It was also observed that the subject is inconsistent throughout the passage, this

is an undesirable property when answering a user question, the focus of the passage

should be on the subject of the user’s question. This inconsistency is expected from

the skip-thought model, since each sentence generates surrounding sentences, without

any conditioning on an overall plotline. In most cases, each sentence is related with

each neighbouring sentence, however the whole paragraph would lack logical flow of

a plot. Another major issue with the generated text, is the repetition of words, this is

discussed in detail in the following section.

4.3.2 Repetition

The generated passages often consist of excessively repeated words or ideas from the

prompt. In example (A), the word “world” has been repeated 8 times. A more extreme
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example is “. . . packing his messy messy messy messy messy messy messy messy mess ,

despite the fact that my promise was officially started packing her packing back packing

quickly. . . ”. Here the word “messy” and “packing” have been excessively used.

This degeneration problem is often attributed to the architectural design of the

model, common in sequence-to-sequence modelling using RNNs [71]. Holtzman et

al. [72] argues that this issue arises from the decoding strategy, namely using beam

search. The assigned probability distribution (after softmax) in the story generator

model, should assign highest scores to well-formed fluent texts, however, in reality the

scores for the longer texts are often repetitive and generic. This is because the model

focuses frequently on what it has recently produced, often referred to as recency bias

[73], which leads to the generation of similar text multiple times [3].

Jiang et al. show empirically that altering the architecture minimises the repeti-

tion problem, this is achieved by the proposed pre-attention RNN models, and adding

highway connections to attention layers [71]. Holtzman et al. proposes to dynamically

change the candidate pool of vocab at each timestep, instead of relying on a fixed top-

k candidate, i.e. beam search. Foster et al. [74] proposes a simpler solution, namely

n-best solution, that selecting randomly from among options whose score is within

a threshold of top scores. The authors also propose anti-repetition scoring, whereby

recently generated words are stored and penalise proposed predictions based on the

number of words that it shares with these sentences.

In the following sections, we evaluate quantitatively the coherence, repetition issue

and the effect of beam width. The repetition problem can be analysed by investigating

the lexical diversity of the generated passages. A passage with highly repeated words,

would have a low lexical diversity, and therefore a low type-token ratio. Additionally,

the effect of beam width on lexical diversity and coherence of generated stories are

analysed.

4.3.3 Coherence

(B) Excerpt from poorly rated coherence passage: playing play had always stopped

playing , standing standing so slightly standing back standing was standing here ,

standing standing so good . I did n’t turn away from her , standing standing here

holding my smug little smug smile on my face , nodding my head slightly as he glanced

down at me standing there . He was standing here holding out the volume of approval

playing out of me .
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(C) Excerpt from highly rated coherence passage: I looked happy as my con-

tentment subsided , my relief making my welcome warmth flow through my veins as

my head slowly tilted my head to rest my resolve on my side as his breathing slowly

calmed my breathing . I could feel my tears filling my eyes. But my relief was sincere ,

but I was n’t ready to let her make me feel better . And as he looked at her quickly , he

quickly brought my attention back to his handsome face . His breathing slowly became

normal , and I was grateful that she loved my job every time she smiled.

Automatic Eval. Coherence Human Eval. Coherence

Generated Passages Score Ranking Score Ranking

1 (bw = 50) 0.45 2 2.75 3

2 (bw = 50) 0.36 9 1.75 9

3 (bw = 50) 0.37 8 2.25 8

4 (bw = 50) 0.42 6 2.50 6

5 (bw = 50) 0.44 4 2.50 6

6 (bw = 50) 0.41 7 2.50 6

7 (bw = 200) 0.44 3 3.00 1

8 (bw = 200) 0.50 1 2.60 4

9 (bw = 200) 0.43 5 2.80 2

Average 0.42 2.52

Table 4.1: Automatic evaluation of coherence using semantic relatedness, and human

evaluation coherence has a Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient of 0.76 and a Pear-

son Correlation of 0.69.

The excerpt above clearly depicts the difference in coherence, the highly rated co-

herence excerpt follows one particular character in first person, and adheres to one cen-

tral idea – the narrator’s feelings towards their partner. Whereas, for the poorly rated

excerpt there is no central theme, and the sentences are difficult to read and compre-

hend due to the repetition and lack of grammatical structure. There are phrases such

as “out the volume of approval playing out of me”, which is grammatically correct,

however semantically nonsensical. Local coherence, the degree of connectivity across

text sentences, is weaker in the first excerpt. The first sentence seems to have a weak

connection to the second sentence. This is not the case in the second excerpt, wherein

each sentence follows the narrator’s experience portraying the feeling of elation.

The proposed automatic coherence evaluation method attempts to quantify text co-
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herence, by embedding the sentences using the skip-thought model and computing

semantic relatedness of consecutive sentence embeddings. To comparatively evaluate

the automatic coherence metric proposed, firstly an independent measure of coher-

ence is required. This is obtained by eliciting judgements from human participants

during the user study. Nine generated passages were rated using a scale of 1-5 by hu-

man participants, as such, the same passages were subjected to automatic coherence

evaluation, as outlined in the methodology section. As shown in table 4.1, significant

correlations are observed between the automatic skip-thought based coherence metric

and human judgements, resulting in a Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient of 0.76

and a Pearson Correlation of 0.69. This strong correlation supports Lapata et al.’s [55]

claim about the importance of entity transitions in achieving low coherence. It must

be noted, that the human evaluation sample size is relatively small, only 13 partici-

pants took part, therefore, a larger sample size can provide a more accurate measure of

coherence.

4.3.4 Lexical diversity

Lexical diversity is measured using the type-token ratio (TTR) over the first 100 words

of 9 passages. It is clear from table 4.2 that the average TTR of the generated text is

0.55, whereas, for the sample passages extracted from a held-out BookCorpus dataset,

the TTR is 0.75, a 36.4 % increase. The gap between the generated text and human

authored text, is expected due to the repetition issue mentioned above. However, we

observe that the beam width of the decoder effects the lexical diversity of the gener-

ated text, this is explored in the following section. The Spearman Rank Correlation

Coefficient (SRCC) between the TTR ranking of 9 passages and human understand-

ing rating shows a weak correlation of -0.03. Similarly, the SRCC between TTR and

human evaluated coherence is -0.28. This shows that there is a very weak correlation

between lexical diversity and human evaluation of understanding and coherence.

4.3.5 Perplexity

To compute perplexity, a unigram, bigram and trigram counts of a subset of the Book-

Copus v2 dataset, is stored in dictionary format. The high perplexity arises from the

fact that a small dataset was used to create the language model, only 2000 books,

therefore many of the words occur with low frequency. For example, the single count

of an n-gram accounts for approximately 49.2% and 63.7% of the unigram and bi-
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TTR Unigram Perplexity Bigram Perplexity

Generated Passages 0.55 935.41 2993.26

Passages Extracted from Books 0.75 864.78 1850.81

Table 4.2: The unigram and bigram perplexity achieved when an n-gram language

model was trained on 2000 BookCorpus passages, and tested on generated passages

and passages extracted from held-out dataset. Average TTR was also computed on

the same passages.

gram counts dictionary. Thus, the probability mass is distributed thinly among the

vocabulary, causing the product of probability of the passage during the perplexity

computation aggregating to a small value, resulting in a high perplexity value.

Additionally, the training data consists of varied types of books, whereby the lan-

guage may vary drastically from one book to another, due to the high variance in the

lexical diversity, based on the experience of the unpublished authors. The test set is

made up of 10 generated passages and 10 randomly selected passages of the same

length extracted the BookCorpus. Therefore, a more accurate probability distribution

could be achieved by increasing the training and testing datasets.

It is evident that the perplexity is lower for the passages extracted from a held-out

dataset of books compared to the generated passages for unigram and bigram perplex-

ity. This shows that the generated passages do not produce passages as fluent as the

book passages. Thus, in future work this intrinsic evaluation metric can be used as

a measure of fluency, and how well the model can predict the next word compared

to human authored texts. Using a more sophisticated language model, e.g. modelled

through RNNs, better predictions could be achieved, and therefore lead to a perplexity

metric which is more representative of fluency.

4.3.6 Effect of beam width

Beam search considers the n highest probability words at each timestep. This means at

each timestep, n previous words’ probabilities will be stored. For example, if the beam

width n is three, then at the first timestep, the top three probabilities and its correspond-

ing word would be stored. At the second timestep, the probability distribution will be

conditioned on the three top probability words from the previous timestep, resulting in

three probability distributions over the vocabulary. The top three probabilities of the

first and second word, will then be stored along with the three word bigrams. This is
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Beam width 20 50 100 200 500 1000

Avg. length of story generated 133.2 136.2 130.8 129.6 128.8 127.4

Avg. Coherence Score 0.444 0.443 0.460 0.462 0.490 0.510

Avg. time to generate story (s) 11 32 58 116 313 668

TTR 52.8% 52.4% 53.6% 54.4% 56.2% 55.6%

Table 4.3: The effect of the beam width during decoding, on coherence, inference time

and type-token ratio (TTR).

then passed to the next timestep, and at the final timestep, the highest probability will

be outputted.

It was qualitatively observed that increasing the beam width for the beam search

during story generation, increases the quality of the generated text, with fewer word

repetitions and better coherence. This is supported by the human evaluation on coher-

ence of passages with a beam width of 50, had an average coherence rating of 2.38

whereas the passages with a beam width of 100 had an average coherence rating of

2.8, a 17 % increase. These values were calculated by simply averaging the coherence

scores in table 4.1. In order to, further investigate the effect of the beam width, the

automatic coherence evaluation was operated on 5 generated passages, with varying

beam widths.

It is evident from table 4.3, increasing the beam width does increase the average

coherence score of the five generated passages, the score increases from 0.46 at beam

width of 100, to 0.51 for beam width of 100, a 11% increase. However, the time

required to generate the passage increases drastically from 58 seconds to 11 minutes

and 8 seconds – making it infeasible for an interactive application such as CQ-VS.

Additionally, lexical diversity also increases, although marginally, as the beam width

increases. However, the beam width of 1000, has a lower lexical diversity than a beam

width of 500. Therefore, increasing beam width is beneficial, however, computational

limitations must be mitigated to achieve a viable interactive system.

4.4 Analysis of User Study

The participants rated three passages based on understanding and coherence, and then

summarised the passage which made the most sense, 84.6 % of the participants were

able to provide a summary indicating they were able to understand the passage.
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Figure 4.2: Questions A-B refers to the storytelling experience of the participants.

Questions C-D shows how interesting and useful the application was rated. Question

E-F shows the rating for the relevance of the story passages to the image and question.

4.4.1 Creativity Activity

The creativity activity aims to find out if the participants subjectively believed that

interacting with the model improves the quality of the story, by providing creative

ideas. As shown in figure 4.3, the question asks which story-writing elements (i.e.

plot, setting, character, style, theme and point of view) in particular did the interaction

help in. The user study results shows that 76.9 % of the participants found that the

interaction helped decide the point of view, and 53.8 % believed it helped improve

character choice. 46.2 % of the participants found the style and theme of the generated

text to have impacted their writing.
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These statistics agree with the qualitative analysis of human authored stories, the

written stories adapted remnants of the generated stories, often the participants fol-

lowed the same style as generated text and used the point of view of the characters,

e.g. first person. As discussed in the above sections, the coherence of the generated

texts were generally rated poorly, thus, it is expected that most participants did not find

the plot from the generated text useful - this is evident as only 38.5 % of the participants

found the plot of the generated story to have helped.

In general, 30.8 % found the application very useful at helping create a story, and

7.7 % found the application reasonably useful. In contrast, 7.7 % of the participants

found the application completely ineffective in helping them write stories. Approx-

imately, half of the participants rated the usefulness between 1-2 (useless) and half

between 4-5 (useful). There is also a weak correlation, a Pearson correlation of 0.4,

suggesting that users with more storytelling experience and interest, found the appli-

cation more effective.

Limitations & Improvements: One of the major drawbacks of this study, which

became evident when the user study was conducted, is that the design of the creative

activity could be improved. Although, this activity was designed to account for the

learning effect mentioned in the methodology of the user study, see section 3.8.1, the

results would be more reliable if the order of the 2 tasks were balanced. The two tasks

were (1) writing a short story based on an image (2) interacting with the model, then

writing a story based on the same image as the interaction image. From the user study,

as conducted, it is not possible to differentiate if the users had more time to “warm up”

for the writing activities, therefore wrote better stories in the second task, or whether

using the system improved the quality of their stories.

4.4.2 Relevance of Generated Passages to Image and Questions

Figure 4.2 show that most participants found the generated story passages to be fairly

relevant to the image, with a balanced distribution around the rating of 3 (rating is

between 1 and 5). However, no users found the passages completely relevant nor com-

pletely irrelevant. In contrast, the relevance of the passages to the story is positively

skewed, indicating that most participants found the generated stories irrelevant to the

question.

This is explained by the evaluation of the concatenation of answers, see section
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Figure 4.3: Response for the question ”Did interacting with the model give you ideas to

improve the story, if so, which elements did they help in?”.

4.2. The concatenation of the visual answer, sentence extraction and question sum-

marisation, yielded unpredictable and irrelevant passages, whereby there is no control

on the focus of the generated story. A potential solution to improve relevance would

be to introduce a confidence score, as to which of the answers, i.e. visual or sentence

extraction, would be the most relevant in producing an answer. This could possible be

implemented by embedding the question and the answers, and obtaining a score based

on semantic relatedness.

4.4.3 Interest & Applications

As shown in figure 4.2, participants found the generated passages interesting to read,

with 38.5 % rating between 4-5 (interesting) and 15.4 % rating between 1-2 (uninter-

esting). A 100 % of the participants found that the collaboration element of the appli-

cation makes the stories more interesting. The feedback from the participants focussed

on the quality of the generated text, participants claimed the passages were incoherent,

sometimes irrelevant, and grammatically incorrect. A majority of the participants see

this application being used in creating writing, including brainstorming tool, devel-

opment of character descriptions, short stories, comics and articles. Participants also

suggested that this tool can be used improve accessibility of systems for people visual

impairments, as well as, for school children to use as a creative and interactive outlet.

These suggestions, indicate great potential for the task CQ-VS, and a demand for such

an application.
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Conclusion

The focus of this project is to develop a model that can automate visual story genera-

tion using multi-turn question-answering interaction with a user. As such, a baseline

pipeline for the novel task of Collaborative Question-guided Visual Storytelling (CQ-

VS) is proposed. Emphasis was placed towards the quality of the generated story, the

user experience, and the impact of this application on helping users write creative sto-

ries. The technical aspects such as hyper-parameter tuning, evaluating and visualising

datasets, experimenting with different models, and curating a new dataset specific to

this task are critical in improving the user experience, quality of the generated stories,

and providing a consistent means of tracking progress for this task. However, these

aspects were omitted from this study due to time and resource restrictions.

The analysis of the user study shows great interest in the application, and collective

exuberance towards the potential of this novel application. Although, major improve-

ments are required in the technical aspects, to improve the quality and relevance of gen-

erated text, this benchmark model provides a constructive foundation for future work.

The benchmark pipeline leverages pre-built and pre-trained encoder-decoder models,

such as the VQA and skip-thought model. Relevant sentence extraction method is pro-

posed to extract the most relevant sentence from previously generated passages. This

part of the pipeline allows for multi-turn collaboration.

Additionally, we investigate automated evaluation metrics, namely perplexity, co-

herence and lexical diversity for the open-ended text generation. The perplexity eval-

uation shows that there is a fluency gap between generated text and book passages.

Coherence is quantified by using semantic relatedness, computed by exploiting the

skip-thought model to embed consecutive sentences. We also show that the proposed

local coherence evaluation metric provides an accurate measure of coherence, since

39
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the automated coherence ranking strongly correlates with the human judgement, with

a Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient of 0.76. We also identify the TTR metric as

a reasonable measure of lexical diversity, practicably quantifies the problem of exces-

sively repeated words in the generated text. Additionally, it was observed that a high

beam width correlates to higher coherence, however, the inference time increases dras-

tically. The primary direction of future work is to improve inference time and generate

coherent and diverse sentences. There is a large scope for improving the methodology

and pipeline structure. Below we present potential extensions to the current work:

Improve inference time: Create an online version of the application, e.g. website

or mobile app, and use cloud GPUs or dedicated servers to run inference. This would

improve user experience, by reducing inference time per interaction.

Inefficient Sentence Extraction: During the sentence extraction phase as the

number of interactions increases, the historic passages (i.e. the generated story) gets

longer, therefore the question embedding would need to be compared to an increasing

set of sentence embedding, resulting in increased computation as more interactions

are made. A potential solution is to obtain passage-level embeddings, as described

by Wieting et al. [75], to compare with the question embedding, and then conducting

sentence-level similarity from the most similar passage. Although, this would require

further model training to obtain passage-level embeddings.

Combining answers: The concatenation method to combine the answers does not

make grammatical sense, since parts of the three model’s outputs are simply strung to-

gether and fed into the story generator. One possible solution for improving the prompt

automatically, is to deploy further processing to ensure the prompt is grammatically

correct. Tien et al. [70] proposes a grammar correction system which extracts entities

from an input passage, generating a coherent sentence using pre-defined templates.

Improving model architecture: The major drawback of the story generator, is

that it lacks coherence and focus on a single idea. The problem with neural encoder-

decoder model is that there is no control over the plot line, or focus of the subject,

this can be better controlled by using plot graphs [41, 42, 43]. As mentioned in the

background section, plot graphs confine the story to a legal story progression and de-

termines the allowable events at any given time. This results in a coherent flow of ideas

in the generated text, without compromising on grammatical correctness.

Throughout this report we expose potential improvements in the design of this

system and demonstrate that this application can be of major benefits to potential users,

particularly in the creative writing and educational space.
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